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Abstract 
This paper introduces the major function, system framework, running mechanism and core modules of JASA, an 
open source auction simulator software. Then it builds a new multi-agent artificial stock market modeling platform, 
named JASA+ by extending, improving JASA, and adding stock market normal quotas, price limits, stock traders, 
bid-ask strategies and graphic reports. It studies the effects of price limits on stock market via JASA+ platform. The 
experimental results demonstrate that with in some extent the price limit policy could improve the market efficiency 
and return, and reduce the bid-ask spread. JASA+ can simulate true stock market preferably, being different from 
SFI-ASM, a traditional research tool. JASA+ gives researchers a new thought and method in finance markets. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction
Artificial stock market is an automatic matching system of modeling and simulating stock market using
computer, usually being consist of agent and trading environment. According to the real-time information 
and historical information of stock market, agents select different trading strategies under the control of 
the trading rules, and take selecting, buying, holding, selling and other operations. Researchers can set 
trading rules of prohibiting short selling and price limits, the initial wealth of agents, trading strategies and 
other model parameters. They can analyze financial markets by simulating the operation of the artificial 
stock market system. In theory, artificial stock market is an implementation of the complexity adaptive 
system theory in the financial markets. In other words, the financial market is a complexity adaptive 
system. In the method, artificial stock market analyzes and researches the microscopic explanation behind 
the anomalies of financial markets using computer modeling [1]. One pioneering study is SFI-ASM model 
of Santa Fe Institute, which consists of some different, non-fully rational agents (investors). Agents make 
investment decisions with their forecasts of the future state of the market, and replace the bad parts of 
prediction rules through genetic algorithms [2].On the basis of SFI-ASM, many scholars carried out 
relevant researches and extensions in the area. LIU Wei-ni, HAN Li-yan (2007) developed a multi-stocks 
market, named by IASM [1]. With the order book, GONG Lan-jie, WANG Chun-feng, FANG Zhen-ming 
(2008) replaced specialist which are responsible for market clearing and achieved a continuous double 
auction (CDA) [3]. MA Jin-sheng, YANG Min, QIU Wan-hua (2008) changed the asset pricing 
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mechanism and the learning mode of agents, so that agents have different rates of learning in artificial 
stock market [4].  
JASA (Java Auction Simulator API) is open source software. We improve some functions of JASA, 
build a new artificial stock market modeling platform JASA+. This paper does experiments and analysis 
on the impact of price limits on stock through JASA+, and explores new research ideas and methods on 
the financial markets. 
2. JASA - Open Source Auction Software 
JASA is a high-performance auction simulator written in JAVA, provides a variety of auction 
mechanisms, trading strategies, decision-making mechanisms, learning algorithms and statistical reports, 
the researchers can easily do economics experiments of multi-agent through parameter configuration.  
2.1. Introduction of Auction 
Auction is a market mechanism, in which participants determine resource allocation by prices and a set 
of rules. According to whether price is public, Auction is divided into public auction and sealed-bid 
auction [5].  
According to differences in market structure, the auction is divided into one-side auction and double 
auction. One-side auction is "one to many" market structure, and double auction is "many to many" 
market structure. Double auction is divided into CDA and clearing house auction (CHA).  
2.2. The Architecture of JASA 
JASA supports a variety of auction types, such as English auction, Dutch auction, sealed-bid auction, 
but it is more suitable for building artificial stock market by double auction. The core module of JASA 
consists of three parts. They are market, auctioneer and trader. The trading goods are undifferentiated 
commodities. The system architecture is shown in Figure 1.Market is auction scheduler and controls the 
whole auction process through auction events. Trader includes two types of one-side and two-side. The 
former can only buy or sell in the whole auction process, while the latter can choose buying or selling 
based on trading strategy in every time. Auctioneer is responsible for matching trading orders, 
determining the transaction price, and clearing trading orders. 
Figure 1 the system architecture of JASA                                                   
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Market controls trader’s quote and auctioneer’s clearing through auction events. Market’s trading time 
is composed of trading days, and trading day is composed of rounds. In each round, traders can choose to 
buy, sell or hold.
Figure 2 stock price chart 
Auctioneer is composed of four core modules, including order book, acceptance policy, pricing policy 
and clearing policy. Auctioneer in CDA clears orders in every quote, and auctioneer in CHA clears orders 
in the end of round or after orders is accumulated to a certain number. 
Trader is the main agent of biding and asking, firstly determines the private value of goods through 
valuation policy, and then create order by trading strategy. JASA provides a variety of trading strategies, 
including Zero-Intelligence-Constrained (ZIC), Zero-Intelligence-Unconstrained (ZIU) and. Zero-
Intelligence-plus (ZIP). 
3. JASA+ - ASM Modeling Platform  
We add new data reports and graphical display to JASA, and expanded its functionalities. We can it 
JASA+, which better than JASA in simulating the real stock market. Below is a brief introduction of 
JASA+’s new features. 
3.1.  Common Indicators of Stock Market 
According to the trader's quote and the transaction price, JASA+ generates some indicators commonly 
used in the stock market, such as trading volume, opening price, highest price high, lowest price, closing 
price, and generates stock price chart. 
3.2. Price Limit 
Price Limit (PL) is the most widely used price stabilization mechanism in stock exchange. PL specifies 
maximum fluctuation in which transaction price can fluctuate on the basis of the previous day's closing 
price. PL can curb excessive speculation and prevent excessive market rises and falls [6]. 
JASA+ provides the following parameters of PL: 
Warm-up period: the number of trading days on which no price limit is imposed. It allows trading 
into the steady state, and then we began to actual experiment. 
Initial value: Initial PL after the initial warm-up. 
Interval period: same PL in the continuous trading days. 
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Step value: change of PL after every interval period. 
When the step value is not zero, PL will regularly change. The experimenter can observe the change of 
PL to the impact of stock market. 
3.3. Stock Trader 
Stock trader of JASA+ can be more realistic in simulating stock market. Experimenter can set the issue 
price for the share, the initial capital and the initial number of shares for the stock trader.  
In the simulation, stock trader can decide to buy, sell and hold stocks depending on investment strategy, 
which considers various factors, such as funds and stock holdings in the hands, current and historical 
transaction prices. 
The trader’s income of JASA is consumer surplus of Economics, which is transaction price minus 
utility. JASA+ can calculate the true earning, the formula is as follows: 
Actual income = (current share value + cash) - (initial share value + initial cash) 
3.4. Trading Strategy 
The trading strategies in JASA+ are more diverse and flexible. Firstly trader chooses the time of 
executing trading strategies, such as day close, round close, before or after transaction, and then executes 
trading strategies. 
JASA+ designs the following strategies: 
⑴ Random Strategy 
Random strategy chooses to buy or sell at random according to the critical value. For example, we set 
the critical value is 0.5, firstly it generates random number between 0 and 1,if the random number is 
greater than or equal to 0.5, and then it chooses to buy or chooses to sell. 
⑵ Adaptive Strategy 
Adaptive strategy uses the learning algorithm to choose buy or sell. 
①Discrete learning algorithm strategy 
It uses discrete learning algorithm, and decides to buy or sell based on the parity of return value in the 
algorithm. 
②Stimulus-Response strategy 
It is one of discrete learning algorithm strategies, uses Stimulus-Response strategy, and with the profit 
of last transaction returns the algorithm. 
③Momentum strategy 
It uses mimicry learning algorithms, which is one of continuous learning algorithms, it decides to buy 
or sell according to whether return value of the algorithm is greater than zero. 
⑶Price Strategy 
If the reference price is lower than the current assessed value, trader believes that share is undervalued, 
and it should buy share. Otherwise trader should sell share. Opening price, closing price, transaction price, 
mean of transaction price can all be used as reference price.  
In addition price trends can also be an important basis for trading strategies. For example, if reference 
price declines in continuous K days, the price may be high again, and trader should buy. 
4. Simulation of PL Based on JASA+ 
The studies on PL generally use the empirical method of econometrics, which is analyzing the 
transaction data of stock market and identifying the impact to stock market from PL. However, due to 
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actual transaction data of stock market may be affected by many factors, it is very difficult to strip other 
factors and study on PL separately, so we may draw the opposite conclusion. Using JASA+ we can 
control and strip other factors strictly in a laboratory environment, and research the difference of macro 
performance under different PL. 
4.1.  Experiment Design 
This experiment studies the impact of PL on CDA, and experiment indicators include market 
efficiency, bid-ask spread and income rate. In this experiment, we do 10 set of experiments, each 10 days 
per experiment, 100 rounds per day, PL is fixed in the same experiment, and rises from 5% to 50% in 
different experiment. We collect observation indicators in each round, calculate the mean of all 
observation indicators in the end of trading day, and the result is observation value. We match orders 
according to price priority and time priority rules, and the price declared firstly is considered transaction 
price.
Traders are all one-side, only choosing one operation between buying and selling, taking ZI-C strategy 
and linear private valuation. The number of buyers and sellers are all N, and we do three kinds densities 
of experiments when N is set to 10, 100 and 100. 
4.2.  Observation Indicator 
⑴  Market Efficiency 
Market efficiency is also known as efficiency of resource allocation. Trader’s income is minus 
between transaction and private valuation. Plott and Smith (1978) [7] gives the definition of market 
efficiency: 
'
Market efficiency =
'    
Trader s actural income
Trader s competitive equilibrium income
∑
∑
  
⑵ Bid-Ask Spread 
Bid-ask spread are the minus between the best (highest) bid and best (lowest) ask. The higher the bid-
ask spread is, the higher the potential cost of transaction is. Let PAt is the best asking price at time t, PBt is 
the best biding price at time t, PMt is mean of the best ask price and best bid price at time t, the formula is 
as follows: 
⑶ Income Rate 
In financial engineering, we generally use the logarithmic of price ratio to calculate income rate, the 
formula is as follows: 
4.3.  Experiment Results 
Simulation in three densities of CDA reaches a similar result. In the following we analyze the result of 
“N = 1000” experiment to make conclusion. 
⑴ Market Efficiency 
According to table 1 and figure 3 we can conclude: In the PL ∈ [5%, 20%] range, the market 
efficiency decreases while the proportion of PL increases; when PL is equal to 5% and 10%, the market 
Mt At BtP P  P / 2= ( + )
At BtAbsolute bid-ask spread P P= −
MtAt BtRelative bid-ask spread P P P= ( − ) /
In c o m e  ra te =
P r   
C u r r e n t d a y p r ic e
L n
e v io u s d a y p r ic e
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
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efficiency is higher; in PL ∈ [20%, 50%] range, the market efficiency is leveled off, shake slightly, and 
the change of PL does work lithely to the market efficiency. 
⑵ Bid-Ask Spread 
According to table 1 we can draw the following conclusions: In the PL ∈ [5%, 20%] range, PL is 
proportional with bid-ask spread, in other words, the greater PL is and the lower the cost of executing 
order is; In the PL ∈ [20%, 50%] range, the absolute bid-ask spread becomes flat, and the relative bid-
ask spread is decreasing. 
⑶ Income Rate 
According to table 1 we can draw the following conclusions: In the PL ∈ [5%, 10%] range, PL is 
proportional with the income rate, when PL = 10%, income rate becomes the inflection point; In PL ∈
[10%, 20% ] range, PL is inverse with income rate; In PL ∈ [20%, 50%] range, income rate levels off. 
Integrating the results of market efficiency bid-ask spread and income rate, from another point of view 
simulation experiments verify that the 10% of PL in China is to promote market efficiency. 
Figure 3 market efficiency curve (N=1000) 
Conclusion 
Building ASM model based on JASA is a novel research method. This article will further research in 
the following areas: 
⑴ Support a variety of goods 
JASA has only one kind goods, if we want to simulate the real financial markets more realistic, JASA+ 
needs to support a variety of goods. As we know, JASA only has one auctioneer, if JASA+ allows 
multiple auctioneers auction simultaneously, and then it will support multiple kinds of goods. Meanwhile 
JASA+ needs to add the choosing strategy to help trader choosing goods in reasonable way. 
⑵Adding the information factor to the framework 
Good information and bad information on the financial market play a significant role on transaction 
price. For example, institutional investors have more news channels, getting and processing information 
is more rapid than retail investor. 
Table 1 Experiment data (N=1000) 
No PL 
Market 
efficiency 
Absolute 
bid-ask 
spread 
Income 
rate 
1 5% 0.8923 13.829  1.00% 
2 10% 0.7310 72.838  1.52% 
3 15% 0.7056 150.246  0.45% 
4 20% 0.6986 215.582  -0.01% 
5 25% 0.6990 215.737 -0.01% 
6 30% 0.6985 215.548  0.00% 
7 35% 0.6986 215.579  0.00% 
8 40% 0.6993 215.892  0.01% 
9 45% 0.6990 215.736  -0.01% 
10 50% 0.6988 215.673 0.00% 
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